
GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AND REGULATORY AFFAIRS

In re:

The Woodward Building
1426 H Street, N.W.
Square 222, Lot 22

)

) HPA No. 86-729
)
)

OPINION AND ORDER

BACKGROUND

This matter came before the Mayor’s Agent for D.C. Law 2-144, the
Historic Landmark and Historic District Protection Act of 1978, codified as
D.C. Code §5-1001 et seq. (“the act”) on an application for a permit to
demolish an existing structure known as the Woodward Building, located at 1426
H Street, N.W., Sguare 222, Lot 22. The Applicant, 15th & H Street Associates
Limited Partnership, also known as S.J.G. Properties, Inc., is the owner of
the structure and proceeds pursuant to Section 5 of the act. Demolition of
the structure is proposed in order to clear the site for construction of a new
building. The application to demolish the Woodward Building was referred to
the Historic Preservation Review Board (“the Review Board”) in accordance with
Section 5(b) of the act on September 26, 1986. Simultaneously, the
application for the conceptual design review of the proposed building (HPA No.
86-730) was referred to the Review Board. In its meeting October 15, 1986,
the Review Board reviewed the application for demolition but did not consider
the application for conceptual design review of the proposed building. In its
report dated October 15, 1986 (Exhibit No. 3), the Review Board Staff
recommended against granting the requested permit. The Review Board adopted
the Staff Report concluding that the requested demolition would not be
consistent with the purposes of the act. On January 15, 1986, the Commission
of Fine Arts (“the CFA”) reviewed the plans for the new construction pursuant
to the Shipstead-Lute Act and granted preliminary approval of the new
construction. Pursuant to Section 3.2 of the Rules of Procedure for D.C. Law
2-144, a Notice of Public Hearing to consider HPA No. 86-729 on January 23,
1987 was published in the D.C. Register dated December 19, 1986. The
Applicant requested and was granted a postponement of the hearing. The
Applicant waived the one hundred twenty (120) day statutory requirement for
the rendering of a finding by the Mayor’s Agent. The hearing was rescheduled
for March 13, 1987 and noticed in the D.C. Register on February 13, 1987.
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The matter was referred to the Mayor’s Agent for a public hearing. On
March 13, 1987 and April 10, 1987, the Mayor’s Agent conducted hearings on the
application. On February 17, 1987, the Committee of 100 (“the Committee”)
filed a timely request as a party in opposition to the application for
demolition. On Friday 27, 1987, Advisory Neighborhood Commission (“ANC” ) 2B
also filed as a party in opposition. Both were admitted as parties in
opposition by the Mayor’s Agent on March 13, 1987. The Applicant contends
that the proposed demolition is necessary in the public interest, in that it
is consistent with the purposes of the act, and is necessary to construct a
project of special merit. The record was left open until May 11, 1987 and
 subsequently until May 20, 1987, by mutual consent of the parties, to allow
for submission of certain specified items requested by the Mayor’s Agent. All
testimony and exhibits submitted into the record and offered into evidence
with the exception of a contested letter, dated May 18, 1987, submitted by
Richard Longstreth, are herein incorporated by reference. The contested
letter was excluded because it included post-hearing evidence not specifically
requested by the Mayor’s Agent.

In accordance with the provisions of the act, the Mayor’s Agent enters these
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. Uncontroverted testimony indicates the following:

The Woodward Building is located at the southeast corner of Fifteenth
and H Streets, N.W. The structure is eleven stories high and massed to form a
modified U-shape facing H Street. It is located within the boundaries of the
Fifteenth Street Financial District, a locally designated historic district.
The building was listed in the nomination for historic designation as a
structure that contributed to the significance of that district. Constructed
in 1911 for Washington businessman Samuel W. Woodward, the Woodward Building
was designed in a classical revival style by the local architectural firm of
Harding and Upman.

Designed with two facades, H Street and 15th Street, the building is
tripartite in composition. The three-story base is articulated in white,
marble. Large pilasters with stylized capitals that employ a
diamond-within-a-rectangular motif establish the bay rhythm along the base.
The two-story high pilasters support a projecting cornice between the second
and third floor. The shaft of the building, floors four through nine, is
faced with a rough brown brick. Flat in form, the broad expanses of wall are
detailed only at the windows. Brick is used to articulate the punched windows
with a self-surround and, at the spandrels, with rectangular carrelages of
bricks in a pattern accenting a small piece of marble cut into a diamond
shape. The top two levels, forming the building’s cornice are faced with
glazed terra cotta.

2. Considerable conflicting evidence was submitted on the architectural and
historical significance of the Woodward Building and its relationship to the
Fifteenth Street Financial District. Witnesses for the Applicant did not
contend that the Woodward Building was not a contributing structure to the
historic district. The issue was rather the extent to which the building
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contributes to the district. Emily Eig testified on behalf of the Applicant
as an expert in architectural history. She analyzed the historic district
nomination application and concluded that the important elements of the
district nomination were the visual cohesion to monumental Beaux Arts
commercial architecture and the high concentration of financial use in the
district.

Ms. Eig analyzed the role of the building within the historic district from
three perspectives: its role in the historic district’s important function as
the city’s financial center; its role in the visual cohesion of the area; and
its role as historic fabric that expresses the architectural character and
historic integrity of the district’s period of significance. Ms. Eig suggests
that with respect to the building’s relationship to the financial district,
the reference to the Woodward Building in the historic district nomination may
have been misleading. In the case of the Woodward Building, the majority of
the tenants offered services different from those described. Ms. Eig’s report
(Exhibit No. 11) indicates that the building’s association with the historic
district was limited to its role of providing space for financially-related
services. The building was never intended to serve as a headquarters or main
site for a financial institution as were most of the other buildings in the
district. With respect to the building’s role in the visual cohesion of the
area, the historic district nomination notes that the visual cohesiveness of
the district is related to the use of common design principles: monumentality
of scale, careful stately proportions, rectilinear massing, and rich sculpted
detail. Ms. Eig noted in her report (Exhibit No. 11) that the architects of
the Woodward Building mimicked the Southern Building, but failed to
successfully articulate the large facades or achieve the important
verticality. The Woodward Building was not of Beaux Arts monumental quality,
but rather a classical revival style. The architects used classical elements
but did not present them in a Beaux Arts manner. She testified that it was
distinct from the other buildings in the effort to combine classical motifs
and materials with the “natural” elements. Ms. Eig concluded that the failure
to successfully integrate the classical motifs with the “naturalistic”
elements harms the building’s composition, as well as its architectural role
in the historic district. She noted that the projecting portico that serves
as the main entrance on the H Street facade was the building’s most distinct
architectural element (Exhibit No. 11 - “Traceries Report”). A 1929 addition
to the east side of the building was said to interrupt the original building’s
symmetry. However, she indicates that the architecture is within the
parameters of the historic district’s “visual cohesion” and is equal to other
“contributing” structures within the District.

Ms. Eig concluded by noting that the importance of the building lies not
in its representation of high-level architectural skill nor as the site of
important events. The real significance of the building was its illustration
of the economic trends of the city. Constructed as a speculative building, it
represented “the typical approach of the developer to imitate the grandeur of
buildings in style and in idea without infringing on the econamic realities of
real estate speculation”.

Shalom Baranes, architect for the proposed building, testified for the
Applicant as an expert in architectural matters concerning historic
renovation. He concluded that the Woodward Building does not approach the
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architectural standards of the more significant buildings in the district.
While conceding that the Woodward Building does contribute to the district, he
testified that the lack of detailing on the Woodward Building stands in sharp
contrast to the extensive detailing of some of the other buildings in the
historic district. He noted that the minimal detailing contributes to the
building’s lack of character. He explained that the proportions of the
Woodward Building are faulty and contrasted the building to the Southern
Building, which he noted was an extremely well-designed and well-proportioned
structure. He concurred with the testimony of Ms. Eig that the 1929 addition
to the building destroyed the symmetrical reading of the original building.
He testified that the bay in the middle of the building is too deep and poorly
placed, resulting in dark interior spaces of awkward configuration. Mr.
Baranes also criticized the quality of the brick used on the shaft of the
building as inferior quality brick.

Mr. Baranes concluded that the Woodward Building did not contribute
significantly to the overall “fabric” of the historic district. The only
element he considered worthy of preservation was the main entrance columns on
the H Street elevation. On cross-examination Mr. Baranes stated that he was
not an architectural historian.

Professor Richard Longstreth, testifying on behalf of the Committee as
an expert in architectural history, noted that with respect to the historic
district, the primary objective of architecture during the early decades of
the twentieth century was to create an urban landscape in which the whole was
greater than the sum of the parts. He noted that some buildings were designed
to stand out as true landmarks while others were less conspicuous. This
diversity contributed to the district’s vitality, historical richness and
cohesiveness. This sentiment was echoed by other witnesses in opposition to
the demolition who contended that buildings in the historic district
complemented rather than competed with one another. Professor Longstreth
contradicted Ms. Eig’s contention that the Woodward Building failed to
successfully integrate the classical motifs and materials with the “natural”
elements. He noted that the use of similar brick had been extensively
employed in early twentieth century classical buildings. Professor Longstreth
also noted that the continued enforcement of the district’s height ordinance
has led to an historic district relatively unaltered over the years which is
unique in American cities.

Professor Longstreth took exception to Ms. Eig’s report (Exhibit No. 11)
which noted that the Woodward Building received a fair amount of attention
prior to its construction, but minimal interest afterwards. Professor
Longstreth cited two contemporaneous post-construction articles from The
Washington Post (October 8, 1911) and from American Architect (February 28,
1912) and Brickbuilder, two professional journals, which discussed the
significance of the Woodward Building in the city’s new wave of commercial
development.

He testified that prior to the 1920’s, the Woodward Building ranked
among the largest, most elaborate, elegant facility of its time. The modified
U-shape form was developed to give offices an outside view and increased light
and air. The design of the Woodward was said to parallel much of the work
done by the nation’s then leading architects in commercial buildings.
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Professor Longstreth stated that the Woodward Building merited landmark
status in its own right even apart from the historic district and ranked high
in relationship to the other buildings in the district in terms of
architectural merit. On rebuttal, Ms. Eig discounted the significance of the
articles on the Woodward Building cited by Professor Longstreth. She
characterized the professional journals referenced as promotional literature
designed to advertise the building for leasing purposes.

The most frequently repeated argument from witnesses in opposition was
that the demolition of a contributing structure in an historic district based
on its lesser architectural merit set a dangerous precedent by destroying the
historic district piecemeal. A number of opposition witnesses argued that
this issue took an even greater significance due to the small size and
cohesiveness of the Fifteenth Street Historic District - a linear district
consisting of twenty-two buildings. Mario Valmarama, a professor of
architectural history and Director of the Preservation Program at the
University of Virginia, testified on behalf of the Committee that the Woodward
Building was not an architectural gem nor was it ugly. Its importance was its
relationship to the whole.

Considerable evidence was submitted on the quality of the materials used
in the construction of the Woodward Building, specifically the brick and terra
cotta. The Applicant introduced evidence through Mr. Baranes and Dante
Macario, an expert in the field of masonry and masonry construction, on the
quality of the brick work on the shaft of the Woodward Building. Mr. Baranes
testified that the Woodward Building was one of the few cases in an historic
district where a very inexpensive utility-type brick was used on the front of
the building as opposed to merely in a party wall. Mr. Macario concluded that
the quality of the masonry workmanship is mediocre. He testified that the
joints in the Woodward Building are significantly larger than those of much
higher quality masonry building. Additionally, the joints are raked out which
tends to produce leakage in the building, shadows, and a darkened overall
appearance of the building. He described the overall brick work as
nondescript and questioned the significance of references to the Woodward
Building in trade publications like the Brick Builder. He noted that trade
publications regularly solicit material to print and that building owners and
architects who are advertisers in these publications are often the subject of
articles.

For the opposition, Professor Longstreth rebutted the Applicant’s
assertion that the brick used in the shaft of the Woodward Building was made
of inferior materials. He stated that the brick was not “pock-marked,” but
rather reflected the professional judgment of the time in favor of using
bricks of differing colors and textures. Mr. de Teel Patterson Tiller,
testifying on behalf of the Committee as an expert on masonry materials and
conservation specializing in terra cotta and brick, corroborated Professor’s
Longstreth’s testimony on the quality of the brick. He stated that the brick
used was “very typical” of the brick used in the early twentieth century and
was not of inferior quality. He noted that the brick in the building was not
the hardest fired brick he had encountered nor was it the weakest. He added
that his conclusions were based on a visual inspection. On cross-examination,
Mr. Tiller acknowledged that the Brick Builder, the publication which cited
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the Woodward Building, was published by an interest group promoting the use Of
brick. The quality of the terra cotta was also called into question. Mr.
Tiller, based only on a visual inspection using binoculars, testified that the
terra cotta of the Woodward Building had aged well and appeared in better
condition than that of the Southern Building. However, Mr. Baranes introduced
conflicting evidence based on a survey of the terra cotta performed by.
Mr. John Fidler, an associate in the Office of Architect William Ward Bucher.
Mr. Fidler was acknowledged by Mr. Tiller to be an international expert on
terra cotta.

The Applicant introduced into evidence a letter from Mr. William Ward
Bucher dated November 3, 1982, (Exhibit No. 24) which referenced the survey
conducted by Mr. Bucher and Mr. Fidler. Mr. Bucher noted in the letter that
the overhanging bracketed corners at the top of the building are in a serious
state of disrepair and are dangerous. He noted from his visual inspection
that three brackets had fallen recently and surmised that the deterioration‘
was caused by rusting of the metal tube supports for the terra cotta.
Mr. Baranes noted that the condition of terra cotta could not be judged by a
superficial visual inspection. The condition had to be determined by
examination of the steel straps supporting the terra cotta in place. Mr.
Bucher’s report supports Mr. Baranes’ testimony. Mr. Bucher also noted in his
report that superficial inspection of the Southern Building revealed the terra
cotta to be generally in good shape. However, he cautioned that hidden
reinforcement and supporting steel work often deteriorate without any outward
sign and therefore first. impressions of terra cotta construction could be
dangerous. He advised thorough investigation of the steel straps.

After thorough review of the extensive evidence submitted, I credit Ms.
Eig’s testimony as the most accurate and thorough assessment of the
architectural and historical significance of the Woodward Building. The
significance of the building lies not in its representation of exceptional
architectural or as the site of important events, but rather in its
illustration of the economic trends of the city. Her testimony appeared more
objective and balanced than that of any of the other witnesses testifying on
the architectural and historical significance of the building. Mr. Baranes,
the project architect, excessively minimized architectural merits of the
Woodward Building as well as its contribution to the historic fabric of the
district. On the other hand, Professor Longstreth exaggerated the building’s
architectural and historical significance by elevating it to the status of a
landmark in its own right. His citation of several trade publication articles
to support his contention was not compelling evidence of the significance of
the building. After review of the testimony, I find the articles cited to be
best characterized as promotional literature for commercial purposes.

With respect to the quality of the masonry work of the Woodward
Building, I credit Mr. Dante Macario’s testimony. Mr. Macario compared the
brick work of the Woodward Building to that of the NS&T Building. He
concluded that the masonry work of the NS&T Building indicated a much higher
quality of workmanship and material. Mr. de Teel Patterson Tiller appeared to
make a much more cursory visual inspection of the Woodward Building, which
rendered his testimony less convincing.

Based on the assessment of the terra cotta perform& by Messrs. John
Fidler and William Ward Bucher, I find the terra cotta on the Woodward
Building to be in a state of deterioration probably caused by rusting of the
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supporting steel straps. Further, the terra cotta of the Woodward Building is
in worst condition than that of the Southern Building.

3. I find the evidence introduced by Mr. Baranes on the economic feasibility
of renovating the Woodward Building into a first class office building to be
persuasive. Mr. Baranes concluded that renovation of the Woodward Building
was possible but at best it would produce only a Class “B” office building.
Mr. Baranes explained that several options had been considered in the
development of the site. According to Mr. Baranes, facade preservation was
explored with the D.C. Preservation League (“the League”) a preservationist
group instrumental in the nomination of the Fifteenth Street Historic District
for historic landmark designation. Mr. Baranes testified that after meetings
with the League on the feasibility of renovation, it was determined that the
building lacked the architectural quality to merit renovation or facade
preservation beyond the incorporation of the existing H Street entrance into
the proposed building. Uncontroverted testimony indicates that the League
agreed not to oppose the demolition. It was further supported by an article
in the Washington Business Journal (October 20, 1986) which quoted Vicki
Sherman, former executive director of the League as saying: "We [the League]
voted not to oppose the developer’s demolition of the Woodward Building based
on a review of the problems of renovating it, an assessment of the
architectural significance and quality of the existing building, and the plans
for the new building". Mr. Baranes, who performed the historic renovation of
the Southern Building, detailed the problems inherent in a renovation of the
Woodward Building.

The renovation of the existing building would involve significant
problems in light of the Building Code requirements, particularly the
requirements for handicapped persons. The entire sections of the elevator
system would have to be replaced and the core of the building would have to be
structurally altered to allow for an enlargement of the existing shaft
system. The rebuilding of the steel elevator shaft structure for the entire
eleven (11) floors of the building would entail a substantial expenditure.
The renovation would also entail a complete and extremely costly replacement
of stairways. The retrofitting of the required fire stairs at each end of the
U-shaped building would involve the labor-intensive task of cutting through
the existing structure. In order to retrofit a loading berth which, although
not required, would be essential for a Class “A” off ice. building, the entire
structural support system in the basement would have to be strengthened. The
addition of a loading berth would also involve cutting through the existing
slabs in the front of the building. Mr. Baranes noted several functional
problems related to the lack of loading berths. The alley servicing the
Woodward Building is too narrow to be used by a moving van or trash truck.
The only access point for loading functions for the building is therefore
through the lobby. Mr. Baranes also noted that one of the major problems in
renovation of the building related to ceiling heights. Several building
systems, including the fire safety, air conditioning and heating systems, must
be placed in the ceiling. After the installation of the systems in the
ceiling, the finished ceiling height would be approximately eight feet which
is extremely low for office space. Further, the ceiling height would have
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to be dropped to an even lower height in certain areas where the duct work for
the air conditioning and heating cross the piping for the automatic sprinkler
equipment. Mr. Baranes testified that renovation of the woodward also
presents a problem related to the relocation of PEPCO transformers presently
underneath the sidewalk. The current streetscape standards for the downtown
area prohibit the location of grates in the sidewalk. If the building were
renovated, the transformers would have to be removed from public space and
relocated in the building. Mr. Baranes noted that it would be extremely
difficult to move the transformers into the renovated building. Placement of
the transformers in the basement or the penthouse or in any other portion of
the renovated building was impractical. Finally, Mr. Baranes’ testimony on
the condition of the terra cotta indicated that replacing the terra cotta
would be a tedious and expensive task. The Committee introduced evidence
which suggested that the renovation problems cited by Mr. Baranes were not
uncommon for historic renovations and that solutions were available. Most
significant was the testimony by Mr. Tiller who challenged the assertion that
it would be difficult to bring the Woodward Building up to Building Code
standards. However, his testimony admittedly was based not on an in-depth
analysis of the Woodward Building, but rather on his general experience in
historic preservation cases.

Based on the record, I find Mr. Baranes’ assessment of the economic
feasibility of renovation of the Woodward Building to be credible based upon
his experience as an expert in historic renovations. The issue is not whether
a renovation can be done, but whether a Class “B” building can command the
level of rents necessary to justify the extraordinary expense of renovation.
Mr. Baranes’ testimony indicates that a renovated Woodward Building is not
economically feasible.

4. Mr. Baranes’ assessment was further corroborated by the expert testimony
of J. Kevin Lawler. Mr. Lawler testified on behalf of the Applicant as an
expert in the economic analysis of real estate. He concluded that if the
owner were to renovate the building, his cash-on-cash return would be
approximately 7.32 percent. He stated this was substantially below the going
rates of return for commercial real estate ventures. Mr. Lawler conceded on
cross-examination that 7.32 percent was within the typical projected yield on
downtown commercial income-producing property of between 7 to 9 percent.
However, he noted that a distinction must be made where there was a greater
level of risk involved as with the Woodward Building. He testified that the
renovation of the Woodward Building involved construction, financial, and
leasing risks substantially greater than purchasing a fully leased office
building. He further testified that he did not believe any of his clients
would consider pursuing a 7 percent “going-in” cash-on-cash return from a
venture of this sort. The existing oversupply of downtown office space would
also affect the rent levels achievable in commercial competitive office
buildings. Mr. Lawler noted that a renovated Woodward would command less rent
because of the lack of parking and serviceable truck docks, the antiquated
building systems, the irregular ceiling heights, and the narrower than
standard interior column spacing. He estimated in today’s dollars a renovated
Woodward Building might command approximately $22 to $23 dollars per square
foot. This is at the low end of the range for “asking” lease rates for
downtown new office space. On cross-examination, Mr. Lawler conceded that the
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quoted rate was in line with the rent obtained from the renovated Wire
Building. However, there was no specific testimony introduced on the actual
renovation costs of the Wire Building as compared to projected renovation
costs for the Woodward Building. Mr. Lawler testified that his financial
feasibility analysis was based on pretax calculations. He testified that
historically lenders have not considered tax consequences in deciding whether
to underwrite a project.

In a post-hearing submission, Mr. Lawler submitted additional
information which indicated that based on the profit/loss ratio of the
renovation project, there would be no federal income tax liability in the tax
years immediately following a projected renovation of the Woodward Building.
The absence of any federal income tax liability produces no financial effect
on prospective cash-on-cash returns.

Further evidence on the issue of tax credits was presented on behalf of
the Applicant by the Applicant’s accountant, Herman S. Kessler of Jesse &
Kessler, Certified Public Accountants. A letter from Mr. Kessler, dated
May 19, 1987 (Final Post-hearing Submission,at tab D) indicated that Mr.
Gerstenfeld, as the sole general partner in 15th and H Street Associates
Limited Partnership, would be unable to benefit from any rehabilitation tax
credit derived from the renovation of the Woodward Building. He noted that
there were substantial unused credits already generated from Mr. Gerstenfeld’s
renovation of the Southern Building.

Mr. Donovan Rypkema testified on behalf of the Committee as an expert on
the economic feasibility of the rehabilitation of historic structures. Mr.
Rypkema discounted the Applicant’s argument that the building is not
economically feasible to renovate. He suggested that a showing by the
Applicant that the project was not economically feasible would constitute an
economic hardship under the act and such a claim, if supportable, should be
accepted. The owner of the property, S. Jon Gerstenfeld, testified that he
purchased the subject property at a very favorable price and currently rents
it at approximately $15-16 per square foot. It was purchased at $4 million
and currently is assessed at $11 million. His current mortgage balance is
million. Clearly, this is not a case of economic hardship nor was such a

$3

claim ever made. However, the evidence presented does weigh heavily against
an economic incentive for the owner to renovate the building in light of the
difficulties of renovation and the quality of office building achievable. Mr.
Gerstenfeld testified that there was no incentive for him to borrow $30
million at 9-3/4 percent interest to finance a renovation on a building which
when renovated would result in a Class “B" office building producing a 7.32
percent cash-on-cash return on equity.

Based on the evidence above, I credit the testimony of J. Kevin Lawler
on the economic feasibility of renovating the building. His testimony,
coupled with that of Mr. Baranes, Mr. Kessler and Mr. Gerstenfeld, supports
the finding that renovation of the Woodward Building is not economically
feasible and that little economic incentive exists for the owner of the
subject property to engage in renovation of the building.
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5. The Applicant, by Counsel, has argued that the proposed project is one of
special merit based, in part, on the exemplary architecture of the proposed
new building. Mr. Baranes testified in great detail on the design of the new
building, which had been revised based on discussions with the CFA and the
League. As a result of those discussions, the tall entrance columns of the
original building would be retained and incorporated into the design of the
new building. However, it was generally agreed that saving the base of the
building or retaining its facade would not be worthwhile from a preservation
standpoint. Mr. Baranes explained that in designing the new building he
attempted to recall certain positive aspects of the Woodward Building. The
proposed building has the same bilateral symmetry around the court as the
original Woodward. In addition, Mr. Baranes explained that he attempted to
incorporate certain aspects of the important buildings in the district into
the design of the building. To that end, he placed a combination of columns
and pilasters on the upper portion of the building. These features continue
the theme established by the entrance columns in the original Woodward
Building. He noted that the new building introduces the series of punched
style windows on the face of the wings on each side and the varied
fenestration adds interest and detail to the facade that the existing building
lacks. Mr. Baranes further testified that the base of the building would be
constructed of marble with some granite detailing and the entire building
would be a combination of marble and granite. He noted that these materials
stand in sharp contrast to the brick that was used in the Woodward Building.

The Office of Planning, which is charged with reviewing all proposed
projects of special merit, has indicated that the design of the new building
does meet the test of exemplary architecture in terms of how it relates to and
enhances the character of the Fifteenth Street Financial Historic District.
In a letter to the Mayor’s Agent, dated March 13, 1987, (Applicant’s
Supplemental Hearing Submission, at Tab C), Mr. Fred L. Greene, Director of
the Office of Planning made the following comments: 1) the new building has
essentially the same height and form as the building it replaces with some
difference in the configuration of the courtyard facing H Street; the facade
material of the building consists of quality stone with appropriate bronze and
brass elements and the facade has the three-part “base, shaft and crown”
configuration recommended in the urban design standards for Downtown; 2) the
size, materials and configuration of the new building relate to the design of
other buildings in the Fifteenth Street Financial Historic District; the new
building recalls various elements of the existing building without copying it,
including the building element on the east side of the project which is
well-handled architecturally; 3) the design of the retail space provides for
an attractive retail setting; and 4) in summary, the streetscape, which
includes an attractive retail setting, will be improved by the proposed
building.

As stated earlier, the CFA reviewed the plans for the new construction
and granted preliminary approval. A review of the transcript of the CFA
deliberations reveals Commissioner Brown, Chairman of the CFA, was extremely
complimentary of the design while Commissioner Porterfield was more reserved
in his assessment. Commissioner Porterfield questioned the architect about
modeling the new building after the old in light of the deficiencies of the
old. Mr. Baranes, the project architect, responded that the intent was to
continue the association with the Woodward Building. Comnissioner Porterfield
was joined by Commissioner Wolf in the observation that the top of the
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building was much too heavy, noting that, in contrast, as the Southern
Building goes up in scale the columns decrease. Commissioner Porterfield
noted that the building was “headed in the right direction” but needed some
refining. (Exhibit No. 8). The Commission approved of the design noting in
their recommendation to the Mayor’s Agent that “additional study is
recommended to more clearly articulate the set-back of the east section of the
H Street facade and the upper mid portion of the 15th Street facade”. The
Commission also recommended refinement to avoid the heaviness of the upper
cornice and paired columns. (Exhibit No. 5).

The most substantive opposition testimony on the new building design was
given by Professor Longstreth. Professor Longstreth was extremely critical of
the design describing it as incompatible with the other buildings in the
historic district and in complete discord with the concept of unity and
order. He further noted that the suggested window treatments were
inappropriate within the context of the exterior elevations because they
dominate the wall surfaces rather than contributing to the larger whole. He
described the cornices as more like caricatures, lacking the necessary
subtlety and grace needed to make a valid contribution to the unity of the
entire area. He concluded that the proposed structure would be inappropriate
in the historic district even if the Woodward Building did not exist.

After carefully weighing the testimony, I find the design of the
proposed building fails to reach a level that can comfortably be described as
“exemplary architecture”. I am persuaded by the reservations of certain
members of the CFA regarding the proportions of the proposed building, that
while the building has tremendous potential, it falls short of “exemplary”. I
do find, however, that the design is compatible with, relates to, and enhances
the character of the Fifteenth Street Financial Historic District.

6. The Applicant, by Counsel, has further argued that the proposed project is
one of special merit based upon the specific features of land planning that
will further the District government’s goals and objectives as set forth in
the Comprehensive Plan, based on its provision of social or other benefits
having a high priority for community service. Mr. S. Jon Gerstenfeld, general
partner of a partnership that owns the Woodward Building, testified on behalf
of the Applicant, that the project will devote the top two floors to
residential use. He contended that this will promote the District
government’s established goal of creating a “Living Downtown” and will help to
extend activity in the area into the evening hours. He further noted that the
Applicant also will make space available in the new building for lease to a
qualified day care operator. He contended that this will address a clearly
identified need for day care that is located in close proximity to the work
place and will enhance the area’s appeal to prospective tenants. Mr.
Gerstenfeld explained that traffic conditions in the area will be greatly
improved by both the Applicant’s participation in the D.C. Rideshare Program
and the provision of parking in the new building. He noted that as a result,
the District’s established goal of achieving a balanced parking supply would
be promoted. This improvement, he added, will enhance the area’s ability to
attract major commercial tenants which in turn will promote the vitality of
the historic district. He testified that he would seek financial tenants for
the building in order to promote the financial orientation of the District and
would enter into an employment agreement with the Minority Business
Opportunities Commission ("MBOC").
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Mr. Gerstenfeld further testified that the project will improve the
existing streetscape and include the creation of a pedestrian plaza on H
Street. He noted that this plaza, combined with street level retail use, will
add substantial activity and vitality to the area. In summary, he concluded
that the proposed project will achieve the high design standards and
functional orientation of the historic district. Furthermore, he noted it
will attract people and businesses to the area and allow for a full
appreciation of the historic district’s landmark buildings and overall
cohesiveness.

A number of historic district tenants spoke in favor of the
application. The list included representatives from Brownstein, Zeidman &
Schomer, Riggs National Bank, First American Bank, American Security Bank,
Dennis Paul Florist, Jayco Group, the Apartment and Office Building
Association, Peter Larson, a employee of the Applicant responsible for
leasing the Southern Building, and Stewart Halpert, owner and occupant of 727
15th Street. These witnesses cited various advantages to the historic
district resulting from the new construction, including an enhanced
neighborhood image, economic revitalization of the historic district and
improved parking in the area.

Mr. Gerstenfeld testified that a major problem with the Woodward
Building was its lack of on-site parking which would be remedied in the
proposed project by the construction of additional floors of underground
parking yielding over 200 parking spaces. Witnesses for the Applicant noted
that this underground parking would be impossible without demolition of the
Woodward Building.

Mr. Baranes also testified that there was a critical shortage of parking
in the area. His testimony was supported by that of Arthur Schultz, Executive
Director of the Franklin Square Association, who conducted a survey of parking
availability within 1,500 feet of the Woodward Building site. He concluded
that of the 26 squares located within 1,500 feet of the Woodward Building
site, eleven do not have sufficient parking. He noted that of these eleven
squares, four surround the site of the Woodward Building. Mr. Schultz added
that based on conversations with developers and brokers prior to and during
the study, office space without parking is substantially more difficult to
lease than office buildings with parking. The Office of Planning, by letter
referenced above, noted that the provision of underground parking will serve
the needs of the new building and other buildings in the area. Further,
Mr. Green of the Office of Planning stated that the provision of parking, when
combined with the Applicant’s commitment to participate in the D.C. Rideshare
Program, would improve traffic conditions in the area.

The Committee presented testimony on the parking issue through Joseph
Passoneau, an expert in transportation planning and design. Mr. Passoneau
argued that the Applicant’s desire to provide parking in the area does not
comport with District government policy. He offered his opinion that the
District’s parking policy is ambiguous, with the Comprehensive Plan advocating
a balanced parking supply. However, the transportation policy, which he
noted was more explicit than the parking policy, advocated shifting dollars
from highway programs to mass transit. He noted that the District has
continued to oppose the increase in auto access downtown and has reduced
access to certain areas.
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Increased availability of parking downtown was said to mean increased
congestion. Mr. Passonneau noted there would also be a greater strain on the
financial viability of the Metrorail system since financial support for
Metrorail construction was based on a target “modal split” (the ratio of metro
users to auto users) of roughly two to one, whereas the actual downtown “modal
split” is approximately 27 to 73. On cross-examination, Mr. Passoneau stated
that he was not familiar with the new parking requirements for the C-4 zoning
district which Mr. Baranes testified requires one parking space for every
1,800 square feet of gross floor area in a new building.

Ms. Charlotte Kroll Burk also testified on the parking issue and noted
that the Woodward Building has excellent access to public transportation. Ms.
Burk cited provisions of the Comprehensive Plan’s goal of a 70 to 30 modal
split. She noted that an informal survey of privately managed parking
facilities in the area identified eight off-street parking facilities offering
hourly, daily and monthly parking within one to two blocks of the Woodward
Building.

Several witnesses opposed to the application and Counsel for the
Committee argued, among other things, that: 1) the proposed residential and
day care component could be provided in the context of a renovated Woodward
Building as easily as in the proposed new building; 2) the Applicant did not
submit any expert testimony or feasibility study on housing at the downtown
site in question; 3) a report entitled “An Action Strategy for Housing in the
District of Columbia Downtown: A Report by the Housing Team of the Downtown
Revitalization Committee” (Applicant’s Supplemental Hearing Submission,
“Housing Report” , April 10, 1987, at Tab G) undercut the feasibility of this
project. The Housing Report specifically stated that due to the high cost of
commercially zoned land (C-3 or C-4; the Woodward Building is zoned C-4) as
compared to the lower prices of land zoned Special Purpose (SP), solutions to
the housing deficiency must focus on SP sites along both sides of
Massachusetts Avenue and around Mount Vernon Square, as well as on some less
intensely developed commercially zoned sites in Chinatown and along 7th Street
towards the PADC areas. Id. at 5-6. The Committee through Counsel argued
further that none of the areas identified as “primary housing opportunity
areas” is close to the Woodward Building site. The Housing Report concludes
that “[1]and zoned C-4 and C-3-C, the highest density zoning categories for
commercial development cannot be developed for housing due to the high prices
that land in these zoning categories commands”. Id. at 17; 4) the Applicant
failed to submit a draft covenant or indicate what terms or conditions it was
willing to accept in order to assure that residential uses would be provided
on a permanent basis if the permit for demolition was issued; and 5) there was
no expert testimony or analysis of the feasibility of a day care center at
this specific site; Applicant’s evidence was based solely on a memorandum of
law from Applicant’s Counsel summarizing the regulatory requirements for
operating a day care center and concluding that there were “no major obstacles
to the inclusion of day care in the proposed project”. (Applicant’s
Supplemental Hearing Submission, April 10, 1987, Tab H at 7). The Committee,
through Counsel, also argued that Applicant failed to submit specific factual
evidence on such feasibility issues as how much space the Applicant was
willing to set aside for day care use, the age range and number of children to
be served and the extent to which Applicant is willing to subsidize the
service if necessary.
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After reviewing the evidence submitted, I find that the District of
Columbia has a clearly enunciated goal of developing a residential community
in the downtown area as set forth in Title I, Section 101(3) of the
Comprehensive Plan. Title II, Section 210 (the Economic Development Element)
establishes the District’s special emphasis on achieving the mix of land uses,
residential and commercial, that promote increased economic activity in the
evenings and weekends as well as during the workday. Title IX, Section 902
(the Downtown Plan Element) cites the achievement of a mixture of different
land uses in the downtown area as a major land planning objective. The most
important uses noted are retail, hotel, residential, arts and culture. I also
find that Title X, Section 1010 (the Human Services Element) encourages the
provision of day care services and that there is a clearly identified need for
such services in the District.

I further find that the mixed land use proposed by the Applicant,
particularly the residential and retail component, furthers the land planning
objectives of the Comprehensive Plan. The housing, pedestrian plaza and
street level retail uses are all consistent with the District’s goal of
creating a “Living Downtown”. Combined they promote the desired economic and
pedestrian activity in the area in the evenings and weekends, as well as
during the workday.

With respect to the issue of parking, I find that the District, as
evidenced by the comprehensive Plan, promotes a balanced parking supply, while
advocating a 70 to 30 modal split as a transportation policy. I find that the
guideline for defining a “balanced parking supply” should be the amount of
parking required by the zoning regulations for new construction. The
testimony indicates that the zoning regulations’ parking requirement for the
proposed building would be one parking space for every 1,800 square feet of
gross floor area. While the evidence does not support the finding of a
“critical” shortage of parking, I believe the parking added by this project
promotes the District’s policy for a balanced parking supply.

I further find that the Housing Report conclusions do not undercut the
feasibility of the housing component of this project. The report’s conclusion
that solutions to the housing deficiency must focus on SP-zoned sites was
based on the high cost of commercially zoned land. In the case at hand, land
cost is not at issue since the Applicant already owns the land. Moreover, Mr.
Gerstenfeld testified that the land was purchased at a very favorable price,
yielding an office rental of $15 to 16 per square foot. He noted that this
produces a modest return. Witnesses in opposition argue that the proposed
residential and day care component could be provided in the context of a
renovated Woodward Building. Based on the testimony of the owner of the
property, and the economic feasibility studies of J. Kevin Lawler, which I
have credited, there would be no economic incentive for the owner to provide
these components in a renovated building. Mr. Lawler’s calculations for a
renovated building were based on projected rent for office space, which the
evidence clearly shows is greater than projected rent for residential units.
If the rate of return is marginal for a renovated office building, it will be
even less for a renovated office/residential/day care complex. Not only is
there little incentive to provide a residential and day care component in a
renovated Woodward Building, there is probably little incentive to renovate at
all.
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7. Statements in opposition to the application were received from
Councilmember John Wilson, who represents Ward 2, where the Woodward Building
is located, and from Councilmember At-Large Hilda Mason. They both objected
to demolition of a contributing building to a historic district for the sole
purpose of increasing parking facilities. Their letters of opposition
predated the Applicant’s revision of the project to include, among other
things, the residential housing and day care services component.

8. Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2C, whose boundaries include the Woodward
Building, submitted a letter dated February 10, 1987 in support of the
application (Exhibit No. 32). In its letter, ANC 2C stated that it supported
the proposed demolition and considered the proposed project as one of special
merit. The ANC concluded that the replacement of the existing building with
one that meets Building Code, life safety and office building operational
requirements would greatly benefit the historic district. ANC 2C submitted a
second letter dated March 6, 1987 in which the ANC reversed its position
concluding that preservation of the Woodward Building would be in the best
interest of both the historic district and the city.

Statements in opposition were also received from ANC 2B, whose
boundaries include the western half of the Fifteenth Street Financial Historic
District. By letter dated March 11, 1987, ANC 2B Chairman Ed Grandis stated
that the Applicant had failed to give consideration to historic preservation
concerns, that demolition of the Woodward Building would be precedent setting,
that too little significance had been given to the compact size of the
district and that day care and residential uses could be introduced through
renovation rather than demolition. Other ANCs filing letters in opposition
include ANC 2A, ANC 3C, and ANC 6C. All of the concerns raised by the ANCs
have been considered carefully and given great weight in the findings above,
particularly in Findings Number 2 and 6.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

A procedural question was raised as to whether the Mayor’s Agent has
authority to review plans for new construction in a demolition application
involving a project of special merit where the plans have been referred to the
Review Board but where the Board has made no recommendation on the new
construction. The Applicant, argued, and the Mayor’s Agent finds, that in
determining whether a project is one of special merit, the Mayor’s Agent is
required by D.C. Law 2-144 to consider the architecture, land planning
features and other significant aspects of the project. This determination can
only be accomplished through a review of the architectural plans and features
of the new construction. For this reason, Rule 3.3(b) of the Rules of
Procedure requires the filing of plans for new construction in special merit
cases. Moreover, while the Review Board took no action on the application for
new construction, the CFA did approve the new construction pursuant to its
authority to review new construction under the act in areas within the
jurisdiction of the Shipstead-Luce Act. The Woodward Building does fall
within the jurisdiction of the Shipstead-Lute Act. Therefore, I hold that the
required prior review of new construction has been undertaken by the CFA under
Section 8(b) and that, in any event, such a review by the Mayor’s Agent is
essential to an evaluation of the special merit of the proposed development.
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Pursuant to Section 5(e) of the act, no demolition permit may be issued
unless the Mayor or his designated agent finds that issuance of the permit is
necessary in the public interest or that failure to issue a permit will result
in unreasonable economic hardship. Section 3(j) of the act defines “necessary
in the public interest” as “consistent. with the purposes of this act as set
forth in Section 2(b) or necessary to allow the construction of a project of
special merit”.

The Applicants claim the proposed demolition is necessary in the public
interest, in that it is consistent with the purposes of the act and is
necessary to construct a project of special merit. The purposes of this act
as set forth in Section 2(b)(1) with respect to properties in historic
districts are:

(A) to retain and enhance those properties which contribute to the
character-of the historic district and to encourage their adaptation for
current use:

(B) to assure that alterations of existing structures are compatible
with the character of the historic district; and

(C) to assure that new construction and subdivision of lots in an
historic district are-compatible with the character of the historic
district.

Section 3(k) defines “special merit” as a plan or building having
“significant benefits to the District of Columbia or the community by virtue
of exemplary architecture, specific features of land planning or social or
other benefits having a high priority for community services”.

Based on the evidence of record, the Mayor’s Agent holds that the
Applicants have proposed a project of special merit that is compatible with
the character of the historic district.

The evidence reveals that the Woodward Building falls far short of the
exemplary architecture characteristic of the Fifteenth Street Historic
District. However, it does contribute to the historic fabric of the historic
district. The significance of the building lies, as stated by Ms. Eig, not in
its architectural merits, but rather in its illustration of the economic
trends of the city. Having established the contribution of the Woodward
Building to the historic fabric of the district, the Mayor’s Agent must find
substantial architectural, land planning or social benefits to justify
demolition of the Woodward Building. The act allows the Mayor’s Agent to
balance the competing interests of preserving the architectural integrity of a
contributing structure against whatever benefits a project of special merit
brings to the community. Section 924 of the Comprehensive Plan for the
District also notes that “if conflicts occur between preservation and new
development, they should be resolved on a case-by-case basis, taking into
account use, design and preservation objectives”. Therefore, there is no
dangerous precedent set by allowing the demolition of the Woodward Building
for a project that clearly promotes the city’s land planning objectives. In
this case, one must weigh the city’s high priority for establishing a
“critical mass” of housing in the Downtown area. The Housing Report makes it
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clear that this will never happen if we rely upon market forces alone. The
economic constraints on housing production in Downtown Washington require
governmental incentives if the goal of a “Living Downtown” is to be realized.
The provision of space for day care services further enhances the special
merit of the project. Moreover, based on the testimony of the owner of the
property, there is little economic incentive to invest in the substantive
renovation required to repair and maintain the building. Accordingly, the
demolition of the Woodward Building is necessary to construct a project of
special merit which will include the following provisions:

Residential Space - Approximately 30,000 square feet of space to be
located in the top two floors of the new building and devoted to
residential use.

Parking - The provision of at least 216 parking spaces below grade.

Day Care - The provision of adequate space for a day care center which
can accommodate no less than 57 children. In addition, the Applicant
commits to provide this space at a lease rate that will ensure that a
functional day care center can operate in the building on a permanent
basis.

The Applicant has sustained its burden of proof that the demolition of
the Woodward Building is necessary to construct a project of special merit.

ORDER

In accordance with the Findings of Fact a d Conclusions of Law entered
this date, it is by the Mayor’s Agent this 19th day of February, 1988, hereby

ORDERED, that the demolition permit for HPA 86-729 be issued. The
subject application is necessary in the public interest in order to allow for
the construction of a project of special merit; and it is

FURTHER ORDERED, that no demolition permit shall issue until the
Applicant provides proof of the execution and recordation of a legally valid
covenant between the Applicant and the District of Columbia, acting by and
through the Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. The covenant shall
run with the land and shall commit the Applicant to the use of the top two
floors of the new building for permanent residents, not transient executives,
and shall commit the Applicant to the use of part of the building for a day
care center which can accommodate no less than 57 children at a lease rate
that will ensure its permanent operation. The Applicant shall submit to the
Mayor’s Agent prior to the issuance of the permit a feasibility study which
sets forth a proposed lease rate for the day care center; and it is

FURTHER ORDERED, that no demolition permit shall issue unless a permit
for new construction is issued simultaneously under Section 8 of the Act, and
the owner demonstrates the ability to complete the project; and it is
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FURTHER ORDERED, that the certificate of occupancy shall restrict the
use of the top two floors of the new building for use as permanent residences;
and restrict a portion of the square footage to be used as a day care center
for no less than 57 children.

L
Diane L. Herndon, Esquire
Mayor's Agent for D.C. Law 2-144


